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1. Background

1.1. Global Oil Supplies

Energy is responsible for at least half the industrial growth in a modern economy and
represents less than one tenth of the costs of production (Foran & Poldy, 2002:157). Oil is
the lifeblood of modern civilisation. It fuels the vast majority of the world's
mechanised transportation equipment - cars, trucks, planes, trains, ships and farm
equipment. Oil is also the primary feedstock for many of the chemicals that are
essential to modern life. This paper looks at the upcoming worldwide shortage of
conventional oil. It is an event that has the potential to inflict disruptions and
hardships on the economies of every country (Hirsch, Bezdek & Wendling, 2005:8).

1.2. Global Oil Production is Peaking

Oil is not a renewable resource - its supply is finite. Global oil supplies are
approaching peak levels of production. Peak oil is the point in time when extraction of
oil from the earth reaches its highest point and then begins to decline. This point
represents a mid-point in production where approximately half of global oil reserves
have been extracted. Prior to peaking, more oil was available each year. Thereafter,
even with a switch to alternative energy sources, industrial societies will increasingly
have less energy available to do all the things necessary for our existence (Heinberg,

2004) .
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Figure 1.2: Projected world production and demand shortfall
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1.3. When Will Peak Production Occur?

Predictions of an oil production peak have been around for a long time. The first was
M. King Hubbert, an oil exploration geologist, who discovered the phenomenon in the
19505 where production was shown to follow a bell curve. This curve is known as
"Hubbert's Curve", the "great rollover" or "peak oil". In more recent times however,
there are a broad range of predictions of when the peak will be reached and some
are reflected in the figure below.

2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Figure 1.3: Various predictions of global oil production peaking

The following table shows some more predictions and identifies their source. You will notice
that there is an enormous range in the predictions and that they are clustered in the more
immediate future. Despite the degree of uncertainty about when peak production will occur,
we will not know when peak will occur until it has passed.

Projected Date
2006· - 2007

2007 - 2009

After 2007

Before2009

Before 2010

Around 2010

After,20 10
2016

After 2020

2025 or later

No visible peak

Source of Projection
Sam Bakhitari

Matthew Simmons

Chris Skrebowski

Kenneth Deffeyes

David Goodstein

Colin Campbell

World Energy Council

US Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

Cambridge Energy Research
Associates Inc (CERA)

Shell

Michael C. Lynch

Source's Credentials

Iranian Oil Executive

Investment banker

Petroleum journal Editor / Oil Depletion
Analysis Centre Board member

Oil company geologist

Vice Provost and Professor of Physics &
Applied Physics, Cal Tech

Oil company geologist

Non-government organisation

US Department of Energy analysis /
information

Energy consultants

Major oil company

Chief Energy Economist, DRI-WEFA, Inc

Table 1.3: Some predictions of peak production and their sources
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1.4. Australia's Position with World Oil Supplies

1.4.1 Exploration
Australian oil exploration began early with a reported small discovery being made in
1900. By 1930, 157 onshore wells had been drilled. A new chapter opened in the
1960s with the discoveries in Bass Strait and on Barrow Island off Western Australia.

The last campaign came with the opening of the huge NW Shelf. Australia and
Indonesia have also agreed to share the so-called Timor Gap, where discoveries
have also been made.

Exploration is now at a mature stage and is unlikely to deliver more than about 1.4
Giga barrels (Gb) in new finds. A total of 4200 wells have been drilled so far. Peak
exploration was in 1985 when 184 wells were drilled. The number has since declined
to about 80 wells. This downward trend is expected to continue to an estimated end
around 2035 after another 650 wells have been drilled. There is some deepwater
potential, but that potential is most uncertain. Production peaked in 2000, thirty years
after peak discovery and is now set to fall steeply.
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Figure 1.4.1: Australia's brief oil production phase

1.4.2 Imports and Demand
Australia already imports about 300/0of its oil and assuming static consumption, this
percentage is set to pass 50%) by around 2015 (ASPO, 2005). Like the rest of the world,
Australia relies heavily on petroleum-based fuels to meet its transport energy needs.
Petroleum-based fuels meet more·than 97% of Australia's total transport needs.
Demand for transport energy is projected to grow to about 2.40/0per year. At this rate
of growth, the demand will increase by about 50% by 2020 (Securing Australia's Energy

Future, 2004).
~

1.4.3 Import Costs with increasing Scarcity Global Competition
The costs of imports will rise steeply following the
now near certain surges in price from Middle
East wars and the conflicting demand from other
countries for scarce supplies, eg China and India
(ASPO,2005).
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2. Key Issues and Impacts

2.1. Increasing Global Competition for Oil

The oil shocks of the 1970s were created by political events. In 1973, OPEC cut its
production in retaliation for U.S. support of Israel. In 1979, Iran cut its production in
hopes of crippling 'The Great Satan'. In both cases, the U.S. was able to turn to other
oil producing nations such as Venezuela to alleviate the crisis. The diagram below
illustrates some evidence of the impending peak.

Figure 2.1: Evidence of an impending peak

As world oil production approaches peak, the number of oil exporting nations will
decrease as each of their individual peaks are realised. Those nations may then
choose to secure access to their own oil reserves by withdrawing from the global
market. The U.S. has been securing its access to oil since it's own supplies peaked
in 1970. Understanding that it needs secure sources of oil to feed its growing
economy, China is now doing the same. Recently it has built a blue water navy to
assure that oil tankers delivering oil to China will be able to reach its ports.

2.2. Oil Substitution

The inevitable dwindling of oil reserves will be delayed by the take up of numerous
fuel alternatives that are either alr~ady in the market or are under development. None
of these alternatives can be delivered to the car fleet in an affordable form to

compensate for any oil shortfall in the short term (by 2010).

A common scenario put forward is of multiple transitional fuels being introduced to-
the mass market in the medium term (2010-2025) to moderate oil price increases
whilst long term (beyond 2025) fuel alternatives are developed. Hybrid cars and
liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and compressed natural gas (CNG) are commonly cited
as likely transitional fuels.
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Hybrid Petrol
Electric Cars

Liquified Natural
Gas/Com pressed
Natural Gas

Biofuels (Ethanol,
Methanol,
Biodeisel)

Oil Shale - a

locally available
unconventional
oil source

Hydrogen

BioMass

~

Solar / Electric
Batteries

Transitional Fuel Alternatives

(Medium term 2010 - 2025)
• Commercially available in Australia as small sedans but local

• A wider range of hybrid vehicles is available in the USA but as in Australia
now prices remain uncompetitive and demand is limited to large fleet
operators

• CNG is common in buses across Australia.

• Approx. 0.5-1 m LPG and CNG vehicles world wide largely operated in fleets
but also in the private car fleet, mostly in Italy, New Zealand and Canada.

• Most CNG converted cars are hybrids, retaining their petrol tanks.

• Onboard storage of CNG is stored in heavy, high-pressure tanks, reducing
payload and increasing the weight of smaller vehicles.

• In the USA, there are five 2005 models that have CNG-only fuel systems.
There are none in Australia.

• Natural Gas and oil prices are not linked and gas prices remain low in
comparison to oil (see chart below).

• Sourced from crops such as sugar and grain, these ethanol based fuels are
added to petrol and can be cheaper

• Old based company Freedom Fuel now sells ethanol additive petrol at 66
stations in Old.

• State Government is promoting ethanol additives through the Ethanol
Conversion Initiative

• Petrol with added ethanol reduces tailpipe emissions.

• The land area required to produce ethanol meeting local demand is so great
that existing agriculture would be significantly displaced.

• Energy becomes an issue as fuel inputs transporting bulk raw materials can
exceed fuel created. As are result, crops must be grown near the processing
plant and subsequent market. Economists therefore recommend the use of
ethanol in decentralised rural hinterlands.

• Oil shale is strip mined from open cut mines, crushed and processed using
heat and pressure to generate oil.

• One of the worlds' largest oil shale deposits is located at Gladstone, Old.

• Trails at Gladstone, like those worldwide, have struggled to prove
economic viability of the product. Key hurdles include high energy
and water inputs during processing, and high environmental impacts
of processing including noxious air emissions.

Long Term Fuel Alternatives (beyond 2025)
The 'hydrogen economy' is widely viewed as a long term substitute for oil. The
US Government has committed to an affordable hydrogen car by 2022.
Since 1923, a great deal of scientific effort has been expended on hydrogen fuel
cells and to produce prototypes that are underpowered costly and unreliable.
The principal impediment is that hydrogen does not occur naturally and must be
manufactured. The cheapest process is by burning coal or natural gas, in other
words, finite supplies of fossil fuel already in demand.
In addition to this, distribution and storage of liquid hydrogen is costly and still in
the development stage.
Academics have modelled burning woody plants to produce ethanol and
methanol.

Its claimed that this is a carbon neutral process as C02 produced during burning
is balanced by C02 created during the plants life.
Expanding the burning of crops to include trees has all the problems associated
with biodiesel (large land areas required, high transport costs) but brings its own
set of problems: longer lead time to produce fuel, increased pressure to clear
remaining forests thus reducing biodiversity and noxious emissions during
production.
Major scientific efforts have produced underpowered and unreliable cars and
have yet to produce the affordable battery technology vital for the success of
solar powered cars.

Table 2.2: Transitional and long term fuel alternatives
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There are overarching issues associated with alternative fuel sources which require
urgent action if their promise is to be realised:

• Research and development timeframes being put forward range from 10-25 years
before cars can run on alternative fuels which are affordable. It is also likely that
not all alternative fuels will prove economical or feasible even as research
continues.

• Most fuel alternatives require a much higher consumption of energy to produce,
store or distribute them. This will place greater pressure on base load power
stations which are coal fired in Australia, placing greater pressure on the rapid
development of renewable energy peak load stations as and/or C02
sequestration initiatives.

• The most commonly cited long term solution - hydrogen fuel cells - relies on coal
and natural gas, finite fossil fuel resources that will be increasingly in demand
towards the end of the 21st century.

• Greater levels of research and development investment are required to prove
potential fuel alternatives for vehicles and also in peak and base load power
stations given the likelihood of alternative car fuels being energy intensive to
produce.

• Conversion of the private car fleet is a slow process. It has taken two decades
since 1985 to implement the relatively simple switch from leaded to unleaded
petrol, a change made mandatory by law in 1986. Introducing, say, hybrid
vehicles or CNG powered vehicles is comparatively more difficult.

NB: Information summarising compressed natural gas supply and usage in Australia
appears in Appendix 2.

2.3. Mitigation Scenarios

This section reflects some recent work sponsored by the United States Government
where mitigation scenarios involving switching to fuel alternatives were tested. Hirsch
et al (2005) developed and analysed three mitigation scenarios:
• Scenario I assumes action is not initiated until peaking occurs
• Scenario II assumes action is initiated 10 years before peaking
• Scenario III assumes action i~ initiated 20 years before peaking.

2.3.1 The Wedge Model
The model chosen to illustrate the possible effects of likely mitigation actions involves
the use of 'delayed wedges' to approximate the scale and pace of each action. The:r

wedges are composed of two parts. The first is the preparation time needed prior to
tangible market penetration. This might be the time to redesign vehicles and retool
factories to produce more efficient vehicles. The delay can also be associated with
planning and constructing relevant infrastructure for producing and delivering
substitute fuels.

After the preparation phase, the wedges then approximate the penetration of
mitigation effects into the marketplace. This might be the growing sales of more fuel
efficient vehicles or the growing production of substitute fuels ..
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Figure 2.3.1: Delayed wedge approximation for mitigation options

2.3.2 Application of Fuel Alternative Options
The model chose fuel alternative options from both the supply and demand sides. To
be selected as candidates the criteria included:

• the ability to produce liquid fuels that were compatible with existing distribution
systems and end-use equipment

• the ability to provide liquid fuel savings or production on a massive scale
• technology that is commercial or near commercial
• inherent energy efficiency (> 500/0 energy contained in the fuel product)
• the option being environmentally clean by 2004 standards
• abundant substitute fuel stocks.

The chosen technologies, processes and feedstocks that met these criteria included
fuel efficient transportation, heavy oil/oil sands, coal liquefaction, enhanced oil
recovery and gas-to-liquids.
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Figure 2.3.2: Assumed mitigation wedges
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2.3!a Conclusions on Mitigation Scenarios
The exercise was conducted bottom-up; it estimated reasonable potential
contributions from each viable option, summed them, and then applied them to the
assumed world oil peaking pattern against each of the three scenarios.

While the estimates are clearly approximate, in total they probably represent a
realistic portrayal of what might be achieved with an array of physical mitigation
options.
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What the
Scenarios
Revealed

Figure 2.3.3: Conclusions of the mitigation scenarios

The conclusion from this analysis is that with
adequate, timely mitigation, the costs of
peaking can be minimised. If mitigation were
to be too little, too late, world supply/demand
balance will be achieved through massive
demand destruction (shortages), which would
translate to significant economic hardship.

2.4. Petrochemicals and Products

How we confront this ten year
opportunity will be a Great
Challenge for our global
civilisation.

Andrew McNamara
Hervev Bav MP

Crude oil supports about 73% of non-energy applications. The shortage of crude oil
is going to have a strong direct effect as a source of raw material for transformation
into secondary petrochemicals and products. There are thousands of products that
depend heavily on crude oil. Some of those products are listed in the table below (The

Little Green Handbook).

Some Petrochemicals and Products
adhesives

antisepticsasphaltCOscontact lenses
deodorants

deterqentsepoxy resinsfertilisersfilm

fungicides

herbicidesinsect repellentsinsulationlinoleum
medicines

nylonpaint brushesparaffin & waxespesticides
plastics

polymerspolystyrenesolventstyres
textiles & shoes

water pipeswood fillers

Table 2.4: Common petrochemicals and products

2.5. ~ Oil's Relationship to the Global Economy

The price of oil affects the cost of almost everything. It helps determine not just the
cost of driving to work or flying off on a holiday, but also the cost of furniture, food
and anything else which has to be transported from factory to shop floor.

2.5.1. Why no Economic Slump?
Had we been told in late 2001 - when stockmarkets had been tumbling for 18
months or so - that the price of crude oil would more than triple within four years, you
might well have predicted global economic meltdown. The price of a barrel of West .
Texas Intermediate has risen from $18 in November 2001 to record levels: it hit yet
another new high of $70 this week. This is similar in scale to the price jumps of 1973
74, 1978-80 and 1989-90, all of which were followed by worldwide recession and
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rising inflation. Today though, global GDP growth is well above trend, while inflation
remains low. Why has the world economy fared so comfortably this time?

The puzzle for
economists has
been why the price
increase hasn't
done more to slow
growth.

Figure 2.5.1: No economic slowdown is a puzzle for economists

There are a host of reasons for why the optimists say that "this time is different" and
why oil prices will not trigger a global downturn. Some reasons include that:

Optimists' Claims
In real terms, oil is still cheap
Risin oil prices have no economic impact until the hit the previous peak price
The price increase has been more gradual than past episodes and has given
households and businesses more time to ad'ust, causin less dama e to confidence
A flood of cheap imported goods are forcing U.S. manufacturers to hold down their
prices
High oil prices are a signal that global economic growth has been more rapid than
existin output capacit can sustain
The surge in oil prices stems 'more from global economic vigour rather than from
manipulative ti htenin of suppl
The modern econom now runs on brain power and microchips rather than on oil
Cheap money and the global real estate boom has supported spending sprees, which

~ have offset the impact of dearer oil

Table 2.5.1: Claims for why the economy has remained strong

Several questions come to mind after reading these claims:
• At what price does oil need to reach before impacts are felt?
• What will happen to the global economy if interest rates rise, inflation rises or the

housing bubble bursts?
• How vulnerable is the economy to supply side disruptions, say from natural

disasters (eg cyclone Katrina) or political unrest?

10
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2.5.2. Long-term Effects of Higher Prices
Unlike previous experiences, this time rising oil prices have done little harm to the
global economy. Some analysts are warning that worse may be on the way (The

Economist, 2005) and that the long-term impacts will be severe (Hirsch et ai, 2005). The
impacts of sustained, significant increases in oil prices are virtually certain and some
are saying that they will be severe:
• increases in inflation
• increases in interest rates

• increases in unemployment
• declines in the output of goods and services
• degradation of living standards.

2.5.3. What About Supply Disruptions?
However, the main cause of higher prices with the previous oil shocks was disruption
to supply, not increasing demand: the OPEC oil embargo in 1973-74; the Iranian
revolution in 1978; and Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1990. The current episode has its
origin in increasing demand, notably in China, the rest of Asia and the United States
(Savinar, 2005).

The challenge this time round is that at a time of unprecedented increases in
demand, long-term disruptions to supply will occur. High prices will not be the only
issue the world will have to adjust to - a permanent and growing deficit in supply is
the other. Once the decline gets under way, production will drop (conservatively) by
3-6°1cJper year, every year (Savinar, 2005).

2.6. Food Production

Since The Green Revolution began in the 1960s industrialised forms of agriculture
have replaced local agrarian systems of food production and distribution. From
paddock to plate, the modern food system relies heavily on cheap oil. Threats to our
oil supply are also threats to our food supply. The U.S. food system uses over 10
quadrillion British Thermal Units (BTU) of energy each year - as much as France's
total annual energy consumption. Growing food accounts for only one fifth of this.
The other four fifths is used to move, process, package, sell, and store food after it
leaves the farm. Some 280/0of energy used in agriculture goes to fertiliser
manufacturing, 7% goes to irrigation and 34°1cJis consumed as diesel and petrol by
farm vehicles used to till, plant and harvest crops. The rest goes to pesticide
production, grain drying and facility operations (http://www.earth-
policy.orq/Updates/2005/Update48.htm).

Approximately 10 calories of fossil fuels are required to produce every calorie of food
eaten in the United States. The size of this ratio stems from the fact that every step of
mod~rn food production is fossil fuel and petrochemical powered:
• p~sticides, herbicides and fungicides are made from oil
• commercial fertilisers are made from ammonia, which is made from natural gas,

which is also a finite resource approaching peak
• farming implements such as tractors are constructed and powered using oil
• food distribution networks are entirely dependent on oil. In the U.S., the average

piece of food is transported 1,500 miles before it gets to your plate (Savinar, 2005). It
is not unusual in Western countries for food to travel as much as 2,500-4,000
kilometres from farm to store.

11
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2.6.1 Oil's Relationship to Carrying Capacity
Food must yield more energy to the eater than is needed in order to acquire the food.
Humans have become champions at developing new strategies for increasing the
amount of energy in the food they capture from the environment. The harnessing of
fire, the domestication of plants and animals, the adoption of plows, the deployment
of irrigation networks and the harnessing of traction animals all served this end.

This whole process took place within a framework of natural limits. The yearly input
of solar radiation to the planet was always immense and humans directly
appropriated only a tiny proportion of this abundance. By the nineteenth century
these limits were beginning to become apparent with famine and hunger common
throughout even the wealthiest regions of the planet. To expand natural carrying
capacity, European farmers began employing guano imported from islands off the
coasts of Chile and Peru. However, by the late 1890s when the world's population
was nearly twice what it had been at the beginning of the century, a crisis was again
in view.

Crisis was narrowly averted this time due to fossil fuels. After the end of The Great
War, nation after nation began employing the Haber-Bosch process to synthesise
ammonia from atmospheric nitrogen and the hydrogen in fossil fuels (primarily
natural gas). Today the process produces 150 million tons of ammonia-based
fertiliser per year, equalling the total amount of available nitrogen introduced annually
by all natural sources combined.

Fossil fuels went on to offer still other ways of extending natural limits to the human
carrying capacity of the planet. The internal combustion engine provided a new kind
of horsepower which freed up the amount of arable land available to feed humans. In
the 1890s, roughly one quarter of U.S. cropland was set aside for growing grain to
feed horses, most of which worked on farms.

Carrying capacity was further extended with the production of synthetic pesticides,
herbicides and fungicides after WWII. Known as the Green Revolution, it enabled a
tripling of food production during the ensuing half-century.

International trade has also served to expand human carrying capacity. Abundances
in one region can make up for scarcity in another region. Trading food from Region A
with say metal ores from Region B increases the carrying capacity of both regions.
From an ecological as well as an economic point of view, this is why people trade.
But trade has historically been limited by the amount of energy that could be applied
to the transport of materials. Fossil fuels have expanded that limit enormously. The
end result of chemical fertilisers, powered farm machinery, and the increased scope
of transportation and trade was not just a three-fold leap in crop yields. It has led to a
similar explosion in human population which has grown five-fold since the beginning
of Th~ Industrial Revolution. These technological advances and their relationship to
population growth is illustrated in Figure 2.6.1 below.
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Technological Advances
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Guano
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Fossil Fuels
synthetic
fertilisers
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internal combustion engine
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fungicides
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Fossil Fuels
globalised

food market

,
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Figure 2.6.1: Carrying capacity and Technology

2.6.2 Food Security
The single most telling gauge of our dependency on fossil fuels is the size of the
global population. Without fossil fuels, the growth in human numbers that has
occurred over the past century would have been impossible. We can only continue to
support so many people, as the availability of cheap oil declines, by decoupling the
food system from the oil industry. Without cheap transportation fuels we will have to
reduce the level of food transportation that occurs and make any necessary
transportation more efficient. This implies local food self-sufficiency which also
suggests problems for large cities. In short, we will need to grow more food in an
around cities (Heinberg, 2005).

2.7. What this Means to Brisbane City Council

Direct corporate impacts include purchasing implications from rising prices for fuel,
bitumen and petrochemical products. These are likely to be significant. Council's
expenditure on some key items is described in the following sections. Direct impacts
are also likely to manifest as political pressure in response to people's concerns as
petrol prices rises, accessibility of Council's services and facilities (libraries and
customer service centres) and impacts on our workforce (including their travel to
work). A number of these challenges present opportunities for Council leadership, for
example, developing model practices for work from home including management
approaches and technology/infrastructure support. BCC investment through our
business units will also be impacted. Dome of our assets, for example, will be more
useful and others less called for in oil constrained situations.

Local community impacts will arise in Brisbane, particularly due to our strong reliance
on tourism for the local economy, and in areas directly adjacent to BCC. This may
create increased demand for employment within BCC if other industries are not
prospering as travel costs increase. Economic development more generally presents
the question of which industry BCC fosters (or deliberately seeks to attract) and how
will these industries connect to their respective markets if traditional freight transport
costs increase. Given constrained energy supplies, energy efficiency developments

13



and renewable energy research may be increasingly viable prospects offering market
advantage.

The form of growth and development the city (and the region) enjoy will also be
impacted by peak oil. Different forms of land use (both residential and employment
centres) are expected to be impacted differently by peak oil supplies. Urban forms
with reduced reliance on private motor vehicle travel will be more accessible as petrol
prices rise and travel patterns change. This is in contrast to dispersed development
where it is difficult to provide good local access to facilities by walking and cycling
and where adequate public transport services tend not to be cost effective. These
kind of changes are significant and a staged and managed transition requires a
robust and well developed education and engagement strategies between BCC and
the community to engender support for necessary adaptation and preparedness.

Cross impacts arise when the issue of peak oil compounds with other strategic
issues causing a more dramatic impact. Climate change presents a clear link to peak
oil where mitigating strategies might be mutually beneficial, specifically arising from
increased walking, cycling and public transport. This is in contrast to strategies to
address peak oil (such as utilising increasing amounts of coal) may have a negative
impact on climate change scenarios.

The following sections provide examples of current BCC expenditure that is likely to
be impacted.

2.7.1. Council's Energy Use
Being a large organisation, Council's energy use is substantial. This use comes from
a range of different sources. The proportion of energy used from each source is
shown in Figure 2.7.1 below.

BCC Energy Split by Fuel-totaI2.127PJ

Electricity - 872,483GJ
Diesel - 709,580GJ
Natural Gas - 434,239GJ
Petrol -103,216GJ
LPG - 7,776GJ

Natural Gas

20%

LPG 0.008P
0%

Figure 2.7.1: BCC Energy Split by Fuel Type

2.7.2 Transport Energy Use
The total BCC fuel budget is $19.8M (Greg Ponych, Financial Planning). The current
fuel contract covered 3 years and is about to expire. It is based on a pre-month, pre- .
pump price (ie worked out the month before and set at a price of a few cents under
the pump price which lasts for one month). Negotiations are well under way for the
next contract. Advice suggests the next contract will not be as favourable. Table
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2.7.2 below shows the impact on the City Fleet 04/05 fuel expenditure with
incremental price rises.

August 04 - August 05 $6,517,071
+ 1Oc/litre

$7,299,578
+ 2Oc/litre

$8,082,085
+ 3Oc/litre

$8,864,592
+ 4Oc/litre

$9,647,098
+ 5Oc/litre

$10,429,605
+ 60c/litre

$11,212,112
+ 70c/litre

$11,994,618
+ 8Oc/litre

$12,777,125
+ 9Oc/litre

$13,559,632
+ $1/litre

$14,342,139
+ $2/litre

$22,167,206

Table 2.7.2: Projections of Council's annual fuel bill

The make-up of this City Fleet fuel bill is shown in Table 2.7.3 below.

fjJJ;llJ~urchases22/8/2004 - 21/Sl7~
IlfNOWt~Y~Ri{!~~~~ --

A verage of
Average_Prit::Product Description

Sum of UnitseSum of Tota! Cost

AVTOGAS

162A26.970.391$63,519.05
BP GOLD

1 903.980.950$1,809.60
BP ULTIMATE

~
17 693.71

1.003$17,751.53
DIESEL

275828.460.915$252,340.04
LOW SULPHUR DIESEL

562 897.260.910$512.~mbiQ
J...UBE

561.0011.878$6.663.80
SUPER LOWlEAD

38.340.780$29.90

Ultra Low Sulphur Dies(~!

3,756586.900.867$3.256,118. 1~~
UNLEADEO

3,047,130.810.790$2,406,451.33

~"-""\\II!"- ). : 7t8~~:~~~.1~1==~~·"J::~·"·~5;r7:(;7,Tl~1

Table 2.7.3: Council's annual fuel bill by fuel type

In addition to City Fleet, Council's operating expenditure is likely to be impacted by
the fuel price rises impacting our service providers. As an example, the ferry fuel use
across the fleet for 04/05 was around 1.8 million litres of diesel and the forecast for
05/06 is estimated at 1.9 million litres. When the service operator bid for the tender
they fnodelled fuel at 75 cents/litre but the last diesel cost $1.10. It is difficult to
forecast the total expenditure on fuel for 05/06.

Council bus fuel usage for the 04/05 financial year included 13,694,898L of diesel
and 9,035,708 cubic metres of natural gas.

2.7.3. Council's Use of Petrochemicals and Products
Although fuel purchases are estimated to represent some 80% of BCC expenditure
on petrochemicals (advice from Craig Ruben, Brisbane City Works), examples of
other use of other oil related products include:
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• $10M/annum on some 20,000T/a for bitumen
• $1.255M annual contract with Vinidex for supply of PVC and UPVC pipes and

conduit (used in stormwater and sewer pipes, and electrical conduit).

3. SustainabiUty Policy and Risk Management

3.1. Council's Sustainability Policy

Council recently adopted the Corporate Sustainability Policy. The Policy formally
adopts a way of thinking and a process that will help us work towards our Living in
Brisbane 2010 vision.

In simple terms, Brisbane City Council and its staff need to make some changes in
direction if we are to achieve the 2010 Vision. Innovation and outstanding leadership
will be keys to a sustainable future.

Sustainability will be embedded in the organisation's values. All employees will have
a clear and shared understanding about what it means and how they can apply it to
their daily tasks.

All of our decisions and actions should:

• Integrate long and shorl-terrn economic, environmental and community
considerations. Decisions need to consider the linkages between economic,
environmental and community dimensions.

• Provide for equity within and between generations. We should not simply
use up all available natural resources. Instead, we should commit to ensuring that all
community members have equitable access to resources now, and into the future.

• Enhance and maintain biod/versify and natural environmental systefns.
We need to build a relationship between people and the environment that will
maintain the long-term integrity of these systems. This includes a focus on protecting
the quality of our air, water and soils.

• Act cautiously when there is a risk of serious or irreversible impacts on the
environrnent or the comtrJunity. This is the 'precautionary principle'. We should

avoict causing serious or irreversible damage and not use uncertainty as a reason to
not protect the environment or community.

• Recognise din1ensions beyond our border while concentrating on issues
we can influence. Our local actions should connect with regional, national and
global scale activities and directions. For example, although we cannot single
handedly stop world oil peaking, we can demonstrate leadership by taking actions to
mitigate its impact as part of a national and global effort.

• Provide for broad public in\fo/vement on issues that affect the community.
We need to engage individuals, communities, stakeholders and businesses and
adopt more open deliberations to build an understanding of sustainability and
promote collective responsibility.
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3.4. Land Use/Transport Configurations

Decisions impacting on land use and transport configurations tend to be long lasting
and can create a form of Ilock-in' through infrastructure that lasts in excess of 50
years. The strategic challenge posed by peak oil is to consider which investments
may represent forgone opportunity and which in contrast, present opportunities to
capitalise on multiple opportunities and deliver associated benefits. Increasing the
level of service offered by public transport and walking and cycling were seen as key
opportunities at the workshop. High quality, frequent services combined with an
urban form supporting a lower dependence on private motor vehicle were seen as
vital.

The need for deliberate planning
interventions to prohibit residential
development in areas that are not
easily accessible by walking, cycling
nor easily served by public transport
was recognised by workshop
participants. At the same time, the
political nature of interventions such
as these were recognised and
therefore engagement mechanisms
were regarded as vital.

3.5. Reliance on Market Mechanisms and Equity Impacts

Price elasticity of consumers in their travel patterns was discussed but an over
reliance on market mechanisms was discouraged for two main reasons. Firstly there
is uncertainty about people's response to continuing higher prices (in contrast to
short-term price spikes). Secondly equity impacts can arise when disadvantaged
socio-economic groups are disproportionately affected through higher prices when
they tend to have less capacity to change behaviour. For example in areas distant
from the major centres, without high quality public transport and local services the
'choice' not to drive is less viable.

At the same time, workshop participants discussed the existing market signals that
inadequately reflected the real price of many actions.

Workshop participants identified that key industry and employment sectors would be
more severely impacted by oil prices. Such sectors would be those that are heavily
dependent on oil or other petrochemicals, such as the commercial aviation and
tourism sectors. Early media reports also indicate that the voluntary sector will be
hard ,hit. For example, the Blue Nurses are currently finding fuel prices are impacting
on their viability. In addition to the poor and marginalised sectors of the community,
there will be a direct flow-on effect from downturns in key industry sectors.
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People who have
borrowed heavily to
buy a house in a
distant suburb and a

4WD may be left with
a lot of negative
equity and have to
walk away from their
homes.

Robinson, 2005

Figure 3.5: Perth (Western Australia) residents hardest hit - the outer suburbs

3.6. Current Initiatives Compatible with the Peak Oil Challenge

One important consideration in responding to strategic issues such as peak oil is the
cross-impacts of other strategic issues. Climate change, for example, and an ageing
population amongst other challenges. The most successful approaches are likely to
be strategies simultaneously addressing a number of strategic issues or delivering
associated benefits at the same time. Many of Council's programs incorporate some
strategies that are compatible with an 'oil constrained' future. This scoping stage
identified some of those strategies but a more extensive review of BCC programs is
warranted within the next stage of the work and a review for cross impacts/cross
benefits is also needed.

The following table shows some existing strategies that are compatible with an 'oil
constrained' future.
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Strategy Key Issues Related to PeakExamples of BCC Actions
Oil

(examples only - not exhaustive)

Planning 1
City Shape Reducing the need to travelA multi-centres city (mixed use

by private motor veh icle
centres)

Big box shopping centres
designed for private transport2

Neig hbou rhood Reducing people's need toBCC is using neighbourhood
Planning

travel through mixed useplanning to consult with the
centres to accommodate

community about using Transit
urban infill

Oriented Developments (TODs)
for urban infill(reviewing Regional Plan dwelling targets)Transport 1

Quality public Alternative fuelsCNG bus fleet expandsion,
transport

ferry biodiesel trial planned
Improved service to increase

Priority: busways and bus lanes
proportion of trips using

Frequency: BUZ
public transport2

Managed travel Reduced private motorBehaviour change programs
demand

vehicle use(workplace/schools)
Reduced motorised trips

Walking and cycling facilities
(workplace travel program)2

Coordinated Connected centres to reduceTransit Oriented Developments
transport and land

motorised travel(TO Os)
use

Co-location of schools & child
care centres4

A safe and efficient Priority for efficientBus/HOV lanes
road network

passenger transport
5

Delivering the goods Inter-modal facilitiesCurrent freight study in T& T
on time to the right place6

More clean and green Increased proportion of tripsGreenway initiative, Riverwalk,
personal transport

Walking School Bus
Education

Council's Active Transport
program

Table 3.6: Current initiatives compatible with peak oil

This very brief scan indicates existing strategies that may be useful in addressing
peak oil challenges. Other strategies are likely to already exist in Council and a
broader review is needed to highlight these existing initiatives. Examples of other
possibilities include Strategic Procurement Division and the impact of peak oil on
BqC purchasing, the impacts BCe may face via our contractors and emergency
response preparedness in the event of sudden price spikes or scarcity.

4. Responding to the Peak Oil Challenge - Options for EMT
Consideration

Below appear three alternative pathway scenarios for Council to consider. It is the·
project team's conclusion that Council will need to respond to the strategic challenge
of peak oil as a matter of urgency.
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4.1 Solution Pathways

This section presents three alternative 'pathways' that pull-together the elements of
discretely different types of responses. Ultimately, Council's response may draw on
aspects of all three pathways, or adhere to one.

The purpose of the pathways is to illuminate some underlying assumptions, broad
policy directions and associated risks of the different courses of action. All three
pathways are presented as viable ways forward. Their descriptions reflect their
inherent assumptions, which of course, are open to challenge.

4.1.1 Pathway 1: Reactive Market-based Response (Laissez-faire)
The price of oil rising is evidence of the free market at work. Oil is a resource that is
essential in the current economy, but the economy will automatically adjust to its
scarcity. Increasing competition for the available supplies (e.g. burgeoning Chinese
demand), the higher cost of producing from more marginal reserves, and the
decreasing volumes produced as we surpass the peak will drive prices up. Price
pressure will also result from non-fuel products (e.g. fertilisers, bitumen and
petrochemicals) competing for the resource.

The 'invisible hand' of the market will respond to this price signal in numerous and
not entirely predictable ways. For example, the popularity of fuel-inefficient 4WD
vehicles will decline, hybrid-electric cars may increase their market share and some
households may choose to own only one car. Alternative fuels, whose high costs and
technical impediments have slowed their uptake, will become more competitive and
increase their market share.

The market will also leave a significant number of quite vulnerable and potentially
very angry people stranded. Because such people have limited resources they are
frequently locked in to older cars because they are cheaper. New electric hybrid cars
are costly and currently cost around $40,000.

The Council's response in this case is non-interventionist. It would assume that the
market would respond quickly to consumer expectations. For example, the current
preference for private motor vehicle travel would be satisfied by providing similar
traditional patterns with alternative technology.

The laissez-faire approach minimises short-term costs (by not investing in responses
now), but could open Council up to high costs in the future. The success of this
pathway depends heavily on the assumptions that the market will respond quickly
enough and that there will be technological solutions and that these solutions will be
easily affordable by people and industry. It does not recognise the already increasing
pressure resulting from urban growth and growth in private motor vehicle travel.
ConSidered in terms of investment, this approach 'puts all your eggs in one basket';
that is, it does not spread the risk.

If the impacts of peak oil are exaggerated:
• Council may gain some market edge as against other localities that over-planned,

though it may miss out on spin-off benefits from planned peak oil responses.

If the impacts of peak oil are underestimated:
• The economic and social impacts would be significantly magnified, where the

organisation and the community may be completely unprepared for the
unaffordability of oil.
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4.1.2 Pathway 2: Conservative Planned Response
This pathway acknowledges that market responses will kick-in, but possibly not
quickly enough, or not necessarily to the advantage of people in Brisbane.

Peak oil would be recognised as another factor among several that would lead us to
try to shape our future away from what a pure extension of what current trends would
produce. This pathway would emphasise actions with 'no regrets' and 'co-benefits';
that is, things we would do for other reasons anyway, such as encouraging transit
orientated development.

It would actively review and consider likely responses across a spectrum including
behaviour change, changed patterns (e.g. mode shift to public transport, walking and
cycling) and technology changes (e.g. using natural gas as a 'bridging' fuel).

The planned response allows for a greater focus on anticipating side-effects of peak
oil, such as potential effects of tourism (e.g. a decline in jet travel to Brisbane).

The success of this pathway depends on the effectiveness of planning and our ability
to fund, implement and stick to plans. It deliberately mitigates the risk of technological
solutions not arriving, but in doing so, it may underestimate what innovation and
technology can deliver.

If the impacts of peak oil are exaggerated:
• If this is a matter of the peak occurring later, Brisbane would be in a better

position for the ultimate peak. This is only a losing strategy to the extent that
actions are taken purely to respond to peak oil. Most actions will have multiple
benefits that are consistent with Brisbane's desire to remain a 'livable' city ..

If the impacts of peak oil are underestimated:
• Brisbane would be further ahead than had it taken a laissez-faire approach, but it

would have to wear higher costs to catch-up to the necessary level of response
(e.g. retrofitting alternative fuel infrastructure).

4.1.3 Pathway 3: Community Leader
The Community Leader pathway is based on the idea that peak oil is a pressing
reality and there is an opportunity for the Brisbane community to gain a market
advantage by moving now towards a post-oil economy. It would also protect the
Brisbane community against the extremes of oil scarcity.

The Council would act as a highly visible leader in the
community, addressing its key corporate exposures to
peak oil in the areas of transport fuels and bitumen

am09.g many others. Economic development activities
woulCf encourage post-oil economy businesses and
research and development activities to locate in Brisbane.
Determined land use and transport planning would
provide protection for the community as a whole. BCe
could also use its position and reputation in the
community to influence consumer choices (e.g. towards
smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles).

The integrated planning approach of Pathway 2 would be a foundation in Pathway 3 .
as well. As an outspoken advocate for peak oil response, Brisbane may attract new
investments, government grants and become an Australian hub for alternative energy
futures.
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The success of this pathway depends on the scientific and economic analysis
underpinning peak oil, the absence of a 'silver bullet' technological solution and being
able to respond faster than other jurisdictions.

There is some 'bleeding edge' risk with this response - where others may be learning
from our mistakes. It is also possible that the Commonwealth or other international
governments might intervene at some point in a significant way with their greater
powers. This could either reinforce our competitive edge, or overtake our local
response.

If the impacts of peak oil are exaggerated:
• We would only lose for actions that went well beyond those with multiple benefits.

There would be the opportunity cost of having invested in peak oil response
rather than alternative public investments.

If the impacts of peak oil are underestimated:
• Brisbane would be in a socially and economically advantageous position.

4.1.4 Summary

The table below weighs-up the different responses conceptually. The impact
numbers included in brackets are illustrative only, and not based on expert detailed
analyses of responses to peak oil. The rational conclusion is that the best risk
managed approach would be to adopt the Leadership Pathway with the prospect of a
'big win' if the impact of peak oil is underestimated.

fro act of Pea/( Oil
Exa erated
Underestimated

1. Laissez~faire

Sli ht ed e (1)
Severe loss (-3)

2. Consrv. Planned

Neutral (0)
Slight loss (-1)

3. Leadershi

Sli ht loss (-1)
Signif. gain (+3)

Table 4.1.4: Conceptual risk weightings for response pathways

Alternative Solution Pathways
1

Laissez-faire 2Conservative Planned 3 Leadership

•
price signals scarcity •integrated planning •integrated planning +

•
'invisible hand' will •shape future, not just •actively position BCC (eg

respond in time

accept trends
fuel switching)

technological solutions

•
focus on 'no regrets'

model behaviour
• actions & where co-

•
uh~imited benefits occur

•lobby for a coordinated
•

alternative technology •anticipate side-effects (eg State & Federal response

becomes competitive
impaCts on tourism)

•infrastructure investment
•

non-interventionist
~ fuel efficiency & mix

~

if exaggerated: +1
- slight market edge

;.\'0if exaggerated: 0 \\'tif exaggerated: -1
$

if underestimated: ..3 .,-no regrets, no cost- opportunity cost

- magnified impact

\\\\if underestimated: -1
1.11

if underestimated: +3

- band-aid solutions

- catch-up needed- significant market edge'

Table 4.1.5: Alternative Pathway Scenarios for BCC
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4.1.5 What About Plan B?
The above scenarios assume that after global oil production peaks supplies of oil and
petrochemicals will continue to be available on the global market. It also assumes
that the rate of decline will be relatively predictable. However, as oil plays such a key
role in national economies and national security, the chances for geopolitical conflict
over access to oil reserves will likely increase, particularly the big players - China
and the U.S.

In a scenario where geopolitical forces become engaged in securing their own oil
supplies, Australia's access to imports may be rudely interrupted. Should this occur,
all imports may stop suddenly and Australia will only have access to its own
reserves. Australia currently imports 30%) of its oil and this is projected to pass 50%)
by around 2015. Given this scenario, should Council have a contingency plan in
place to deal with sudden supply disruptions?

4.2 Strategic Questions on Peak Oil and Future Energy

In order to assess and review the alternative pathway scenarios and impacts for
Brisbane the following basic questions will need to be rigorously debated within EMT:

1. Are we moving to a low energy but still industrialised future for western societies?

2. If so, what timeframe do we have for transitioning to this future?

3. What information and processes are needed for EMT to come to a shared
understanding and view on these fundamental questions?

4. What capabilities, knowledge and skills are required within Council to make
effective strategic decisions about this issue?

5. With whom do we need to be having discussions now in order to assess which
approach/position we adopt and consistently review?

4.3 Information Needs

We have identified the following key data needs for decision making:

1. We will need to test the accuracy of the above three scenarios:
- Are they the only ways forward?

How do we situate them specifically in the Australian context?
-~ What other cities/countries are addressing this issue and what can be learnt

from that?

2. What kinds of actions would Council have to take in the coming year, the next five
years and the next ten years under each approach?

3. What is Council already doing or has planned which is compatible with this
approach?

4. Which of these actions incur additional costs for Council and for the Community?
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5. Which of these actions have multiple benefits for Council or the community to
help address another strategic challenge?

6. What kinds of actions would Council have to take in the coming year?

~
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3.2. Peak Oil is a Risk Management Issue

It is possible that decline in global oil production will not occur for several decades.
However it is also possible that peak may occur in the near future. We will not know
when peak will occur until we have passed the peak. We are thus faced with a risk
management problem as follows:
• If peak is several decades away, mitigation initiated soon would be premature,

but we still need to prepare for it
• If peaking is imminent, failure to initiate mitigation quickly will have significant

economic and social costs.

There are some no regret mitigation measures that either satisfy other strategic
challenges, such as climate change, or satisfy corporate goals, such as transit
oriented development. The following thoughts will help in analysing the nature of the
risk involved with peak oil:
• world oil peaking is going to happen
• it could cost the Australian economy dearly
• it presents an unique challenge
• the problem is the cost and availability of liquid fuels and petrochemicals
• mitigation efforts will require substantial time
• both supply side and demand side will require attention
• government intervention will be required
• economic and community upheaval must be minimised
• more information is needed.

The following sections include feedback from an interagency workshop that was held
in Brisbane on 4 August 2005.

3.3. Fuel Alternatives

The general consensus from the workshop participants with
respect to seeking fuel alternatives appears below:
• the lead times to transition to fuel alternatives are long for

both development and in operationalising
• flexibiilty needs to be built into infrastructure investments

while investing in and developing fuel alternatives
• transparency is needed in our assessments to demonstrate

how we are building in flexibility (eg clarity on assumptions,
return on investments)

• we need to show a strategic, long-term transition and what the immediate steps
are to move towards that transition (now, 2, 5 and 10 years) and what the key

d~cision points are.
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